Reception position at Purdue Small Animal Hospital
Check Clients in/out, take payments, answer phones, scheduling, completing bills
Hours: Arranged but usually includes 2 Saturdays a month, 1 Sunday a month and 2-3 days during the week (Student must be available at 4 or 4:30 during the week to start their shift)
Approximately 12-20 hours per week - Year round position including summers and shared hours during holidays and breaks
Start ASAP
Pay $9.25/hour
Contact: Cindy Misenhimer cmisenhi@purdue.edu (send resume please)

Cindy S. Misenhimer
Manager, VTH Reception/Referral DVM Communication Center
Veterinary Teaching Hospital
Purdue University
625 Harrison Street
West Lafayette, IN 47907
Phone: 765-494-4384

“Our memories of the ocean will linger on, long after our Footprints in the sand are gone”